I. INTRODUCTION
We demonstrate the applicability of the denoising filtering strategy based on enhanced sparse representation in transformdomain to the noisy data in pulse terahertz holography. Terahertz pulse time-domain holography (THz PTDH) [1] is the approach allowing the evaluating a propagation of pulse broadband terahertz wavefronts and analyze their optical characteristics in both spatial, temporal and spectral domain. Experimentally THz PTDH provides possibilities for direct coherent registration of electrical THz field in time domain. For the pulsed radiation we have also the information about the broadband spectral amount of frequencies. Main limitations of the THz PTDH is a transverse resolution and low signal-tonoise ration.
II. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF HYPERSPECTRAL THZ PTDH
Initial temporal form of THz pulse can be represented by the equation, describing the single-cycle electrical field amplitude:
where E0 is the amplitude of electrical field, and τ is the pulse duration. The spectral representation of this temporal form E(t) is obtained by Fourier integral with the analytic solution:
Numerically the transition from the temporal domain to the spectral domain is provided by the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm. Temporal and spectral forms of the THz pulse (1) are presented in Figure 1 . The spectral density after FFT is the complex value G(ν)=|G(ν)|exp(iφ(ν)) containing both amplitude and phase components.
After passing of THz beam through an arbitrary amplitudephase object it obtains the spatial distribution of its complex spectrum. In simulation it can be presented as a result of multiplying the complex spectrum by amplitude-phase mask. In infinitely thin transparency mask approximation each of the spectral component of the G(ν) is layer-wise multiplied to the amplitude mask T(x͂ ,y͂ ): Coordinates (x͂ ,y͂ ) corresponds to the initial plane z=0 mm where the object is placed. The phase distribution of the mask corresponds to the relief H(x͂ ,y͂ ):
Here, φ0 is an initial phase of THz pulse and Δφ(x͂ ,y͂ ,ν)z=0 is a phase delay which obtains the THz beam during its propagation through this mask. Combining the amplitude and phase distributions of the beam after amplitude-phase mask plane at z=0 we obtain initial 2-D beam with the complex spectrum distribution:
For wavefront propagation to an arbitrary plane z we use the angular spectrum method. Two-dimensional complex wave field G(x͂ ,y͂ ,ν)z=0 is decomposed to the angular spectrum of plane waves by 2-D Fourier integral:
The dynamical system for non-paraxial propagation of electromagnetic waves in the spectral approach is theoretically described in [2] . In these papers authors demonstrated the applicability of the spectral approach for broadband singlecycle THz radiation. The equations for the transverse components propagation for homogeneous isotropic dielectric media with an arbitrary complex refractive index in terms of linear spatial frequencies fx,fy and temporal frequency ν has a view:
Further, passing from the spatial frequencies fx,fy to the Cartesian space by the inverse 2-D Fourier integral we obtain the spectrum of the field at the distance z: 
Thus, eqs. (8,9) allow 5D-data representation of THz field: 3-D space, temporal and spectral scales, including both amplitude and phase information of the complex spectrum. The numerical and experimental realization of this model was proved in works [1] . This THz PTDH method is a tool for obtaining an amplitude-phase THz wavefront with high resolution, allowing to investigate the spectroscopic information of the arbitrary object even with a refractive index dispersion, as well as to estimate the complex spatial-temporal evolution of THz field.
However, THz PTDH method has some valuable restrictions connected with low signal-to-noise ratio. As well as in experiment we measure the temporal form of the signal E(t) containing whole broadband spectrum, the denoising strategy seems to be preferable to be applied exactly for temporal forms. Denoising strategy of applied BM3D algorithm to the THz hyperspectral broadband data is based on enhanced sparse representation in transform domain [3] .
III. RESELTS OF HYPERSPECTRAL DATA DENOISING Experimentally we generated wide-aperture collimated pulsed THz wavefront passing through the spiral phase plate for helical beam generation [4] . At the propagation distance z=5 mm we registered the THz vortex broadband beam in timedomain E(x,y,t,z) in terms of eq.(9). The registered THz data represents a model of a signal with both additive white Gaussian noise and non-Gaussian noise and contains highly sparse signal representation. Then applying the BM3D filtering for this time-domain data we can obtain noise restriction (see Fig.2 ). Due to the full spatio-temporal and spatio-spectral information about wavefront the BM3D algorithm is applied not for single 1-D signals but for 3-D data array, matching the similar blocks in the pulsed THz wide beam. The influence of this denoising in time-domain leads also to the noise suppression in spectral domain, both in amplitude and phase (Fig.3,4) . 
